In practical terms these standards require levels of CP in diets for cattle growing at
1 kg/day to be around 15 per cent of the DM at 150 kg LW falling to around 10 per
cent at 400 kg and above. For feeding systems based on grass and grass silage these levels
are almost always exceeded.
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Energy ’
In 1977 the system of feed evaluation based on Starch Equivalent was replaced by
new systems, one for dairy cows including young animals for the dairy herd, and one
for other growing cattle. Detailed information on the new systems has been published (V
AN
Es, 1978) ; in this contribution only the major elements will be dealt with.
In both systems (Table 1) firstly the content of ME of the feedstuffs was calculated from
measured or predicted contents of digestible nutrients (DO or DXP, DXL, DXF and DXX).
ARKINS
et al. (1974) was followed, in which diffeNext, for growing cattle, the approach of H
rent efficiencies k m and k are used for the maintenance and production parts of metabolism. Both
k-values were related to q: for k
LAXTER
, based on our own work and the literature; for k
m
, after B
f
two

(1974):
A value of 110 kcal ME per W¢ was used as the maintenance requirement of growing cattle
kept loose and in groups at the farm. Daily energy gain RE was computed from body weight and
daily liveweight gain using the equation given in Table 1, derived from various studies (V
AN Es,
1978). Together this information allowed the animal production level (APL) of an animal to be
calculated at a given liveweight and daily gain, and thus also the efficiency of the utilisation of the
ME for maintenance and gain k,!, f
.
Multiplication of ME by k .,f
gave the net energy content
of a ration for growth. Its prediction equation still contained APL, so the net energy content of the
same ration would vary with the rate of gain.
In most cases the APL of growing cattle is close to
1.5, so it was decided (as in the case of France and Switzerland) to use only one APL value equal
to 1.5 to calculate the net energy contents of feedstuffs. Any errors made at lower or higher rates of
gain than the 0.9 kg /d applying to an APL of 1.5 were largely compensated for by slight changes in the

daily requirements. To simplify the use of the net energy values by the farmer, rather than values
expressed in kcal of kJ, the feed unit concept was used: a quantity of 1.650 kcal net energy for growth,
approximately present in 1 kg barley, was chosen as the unit of the system, the feed unit for growth
(VEVI).
Daily requirements for VEVI by growing cattle of different liveweights and daily
gains were worked out. The calculated values were compared with the results of feeding
trials performed in the Netherlands with bulls on rations of corn silage and concentrates.
At the higher liveweights the feeding trials suggested somewhat higher requirements, which
was the reason for the calculated requirements being increased by 0 - 10 per cent (Table 2).
The other correction in Table 2 was caused by working with one APL of 1.5 instead of
the actual APL, as mentioned above.
For young growing cattle reared to become dairy cows it was thought unwise to use a
different unit, as the feed evaluation unit, from the one for dairy cows, the VEM, as both
types of cattle are usually kept on the same farm. The VEM unit was developed especially

for dairy cows which show nearly the same effect of q on the utilisation of ME for maintenance and for milk production. The requirements of the young stock were first computed
after the VEVI system, then appropriate corrections were applied to the resulting figures for
using the VEM rather than the VEVI unit. Here again the corrected calculated data were
compared with results of feeding trials and found to be low by some 15 per cent. Maybe
this was due to the fact that a female animal tends to deposit more fat than a male. The
RE equation in Table 1, used to predict energy retention from weight and daily gain, was
mainly based on data for bulls. So, in this case also, an appropriate correction was made

(Table 3).

The energy system for growing cattle still has several weak points. The equation to predict
RE from liveweight and daily liveweight gain is based on a limited number of data. The equation
used to calculate k, has a fairly high error of prediction, New information on these points will
certainly improve the precision of the system, and can easily be built in by changing some coefficients.

Protein
The feed requirements for protein are still expressed in digestible crude protein (DXP)
and date from several series of feeding trials and studies in the literature (D
E BOER and
AMM 1977). Recently in our country the validity of using DXP was discussed in view
H
,
of proposals to change to physiologically better systems. It was generally agreed that the
approach of the new proposal was scientifically far better than the DXP concept. However,
so far the new proposals were thought not yet suited to practical application. The quantitative information of the major elements on which they are based, i.e. degradability of
feed protein, rate of synthesis of microbial protein, rate of absorption of amino acids from
the small intestine, and requirements for absorbed amino acids by growing cattle, is still
far from precise. Compared to working with total crude protein, using DXP was considered
more appropriate as this unit takes into account the losses of metabolic faecal nitrogen
which for low quality feeds are considerable.
Table 4 gives the present DXP standards for growing cattle. Those for bulls apply
to rations consisting of forage (corn silage) and 2 - 3 kg concentrates, those for the other
category to rations mainly consisting of forage. The animals in the latter category are supposed
to calve at an age of about 2 years.
The main data on the feed requirements of the animals and the feeding values of the
feedstuffs are presented in a booklet (CVB, 1978) which is updated annually.
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Introduction

The majority of beef meat in Sweden is produced by rearing calves from the dairy
herds. These calves are mainly purebred Swedish Red and White or Swedish Friesian cattle.
A small proportion of Swedish cows (approximately 10 per cent) are used for suckler calf
production. In this type of production, different beef breeds (mainly Hereford and Charolais)
are frequently used for crossing with the dairy breeds.

